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Business-minded options that are easy on the eyes

1. David Oakley's Human Nature 840 and 810 solution-dyed and recycled-nylon carpet planks in Limestone by Interface. circle 614
2. Mary Bledsoe's Stylist carpet tiles in nylon by Mannington Commercial. circle 615
3. Suzanne Tick's Macroblock Stratiatic-patterned-loop nylon carpet tiles in Edge of the Sea, Horizon Light, and Immense Sky by Tandus Centiva. circle 616
4. Romulus textured, patterned cut-and-loop carpet tiles in solution-dyed nylon by Durkan. circle 617
5. Cipher carpet tiles in Enigmatic and Hush-Hush tip-sheared loop, piece-dyed nylon by Bentley. circle 618
6. Fahrenheit Wave and Front nylon carpet tiles in Summer by Milliken & Company. circle 619
7. Reese Duncan's Flight carpet tiles in solution-dyed nylon by Shaw Contract Group. circle 620
8. Inception solution-dyed nylon carpet planks by J+J Flooring Group. circle 621

flooring